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the summer split was again very strong for sk gaming, with the team placing in the top four all but
one of the splits. dyrus formed a strong link with the team's mid laner, nyph, and the synergy
between the two of them was very strong. despite the departure of nyph in the off-season, sk

gaming saw little change in their roster. the team showed great performance in the playoffs, where
they faced g2 esports in the finals. in a 3-2 victory, sk gaming secured a spot in the 2016 world

championship. in the off-season, selfmade, pirean, dreams, trick, unlimited, and p1noy all left the
team, while the rest of the team stayed together. in the beginning of the split, sk gaming made their

promotional debut in europe. sk gaming did very well in the regular season, but failed to win the
tiebreaker for the fifth and final playoff spot against vitality. sk gaming ended the summer split with
a 6-2 record. in the 2016 spring split, a new roster was formed with former gambit gaming and team

secret member dyrus. despite the departure of selfmade and p1noy, the team made the
quarterfinals, but were eventually defeated by rogue. after the split, the team was reformed with the

same roster as before the split. the team now has a young and experienced roster. in the 2016
summer split, sk gaming saw no major changes to their roster, with the team finishing in the top

four. in the playoffs, sk gaming faced former top team counter logic gaming in the finals. in a closely-
contested series, sk gaming lost a difficult final in game 4, ending the summer split in 4th place.
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the golden five (as frag executors & esc) won the 2nd season of the german gaming league,
representing frag executors. there, they went undefeated with no map loss in a single round of play
in the regular season. the team started their very first season in the lcs on september 3, 2016 in lol
park, where they took on 100 thieves. this match ended with a 2-0 win for the team, with yellowstar
performing well in the early game, and jenax on top lane assisting his team from the mid lane. [20]
the team had shown some promise after taking down the na powerhouse team solomid with a 2-1
record. a few weeks later, the team would go on to face counter logic gaming eu in the 2016 na lcs
summer split. the team lost to clg in the first set of matches, but would later go on to beat them 2-0
in the second set of matches. in the 2016 spring promotion, sk gaming faced gamers2 again in the

round robin stage, this time with the team being the heavy favorite to win the tournament. in an epic
1-3 loss, yellowstar ended his spring split with a high game, literally crushing the base in the middle

lane by 100 cs. sk gaming was soon kicked out of the promotion after losing to fnatic in the
semifinals. sk gaming participated in the summer split in the na lcs, and were quickly able to take

first place. they then proceeded to face team solomid in the finals of the na lcs summer playoffs. this
time around, the team was unable to take the first set, and lost 1-3, finishing in second place. in the

2017 spring promotion, sk gaming faced gamers2 for a second time in the round robin stage. this
time, the team was able to go 2-0, putting them in first place. however, sk gaming lost to team curse

in the semifinals, and were sent to the relegation tournament. 5ec8ef588b
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